thank you
Thank you for purchasing this process from
lifecoachestoolbox.com
Life Coaches Toolbox is a collection of
160+ modern Life Coaching Processes to help you
reset your body, mind, heart or soul.
If you would like to purchase more processes and tools
to use with your coaching clients, or on yourself,
please visit lifecoachestoolbox.com
or email chemory@lifecoachestoolbox.com
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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

WHEN YOU LAUGH SO HARD
THAT YOU END UP SITTING IN

SILENCE, HARDLY BREATHING,
AND CLAPPING LIKE A

RAMPAGE OF GRATITUDE
FOR LAUGHTER

&

RETARDED SEAL

HAPPINESS

I love to laugh. I love how it invigorates and inspires me.
I love to spend time laughing with my family and friends as
an expression of my love for them. I love the magical sound
of their laughter reaching my ears. I love seeing them
doubled over in fits of giggles and I love the feeling as the
giggles overtake me.
I adore doubling over in laughter, laughing until my sides
and throat hurt. It thrills me when I laugh so hard that I have
to stop to catch my breath.
I feel such feelings of freedom and power when I laugh,
when the contagious energy of laughter inspires me to fits
of joyous giggles. I feel inviggrated and energized when
laughter has bubbled up inside me; I feel inspired to
embrace life completely.

I adore the sound of laughter escaping, of a hearty chuckle
barging into a quiet room. I live for every day that is filled
with love and laughter, and I cherish the lower days that
give me the contrast to truly enjoy my bliss.
I welcome opportunities to laugh, exposing myself to the
contagious power of smiles and laughter, and freely sharing
those with the people I meet. I greet each soul with a smile
in my heart and wish them joy and happiness as they travel
along lifeʼs path.
I find a million reasons to laugh every day, a million reasons
to make others laugh, and I welcome into my circle all those
who would help me create a strong field of laughter and
love so that I may benefit from the morphic resonance.
I am grateful for every second of laughter that it is in my life
and I thank the universe for the miracle of experiencing
human joy and laughter.
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Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
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Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
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Writing Processes

